Shooting survivors see Wash. prison

by Mary Beth Hammond

Dee Jensen, a Washington County Jail inmate, said on Friday he had killed a 17-year-old girl in Grantsville, in a separate robbery Friday June 30, 2005 by Richard Hornburg, Salt Lake City.

Jensen, a veteran of the Washington County Jail, said this morning during an interview at the jail that he had not expected to be arrested after being released from Washington State Prison.

Jerry Miller, a Stansbury Park resident, said this morning during an interview at the jail that he had not expected to be arrested after being released from Washington State Prison.

Lt. Mora, a veteran of the Washington County Jail, said this morning during an interview at the jail that he had not expected to be arrested after being released from Washington State Prison.

The Washington County Jail is located on North 700 West in Tooele. It has been in operation since 1962. It is estimated that approximately 900 inmates are housed there at any given time.

Most inmates are housed in separate cells, with each cell containing up to four inmates. Inmates are allowed to spend a limited amount of time outside of their cells each day, typically for recreation or educational purposes.

Inmates are provided with basic necessities, including food, water, and medical care. Inmates are also allowed to have mail and visitation privileges.

Inmates are typically released from the county jail after serving a sentence of one year or less. Inmates who are serving longer sentences are typically transferred to the state prison system.

Some inmates may be released early through a parole program. Inmates who are released early are typically placed on parole and monitored by parole officers.

Inmates who are released from the county jail are typically housed in a halfway house or other transitional facility, where they can receive additional support and assistance as they re-enter society.

Inmates who are released from the county jail are typically subject to various conditions of release, including restrictions on their movement and activities. Inmates who violate these conditions may be returned to jail.

The Washington County Jail is staffed by a large number of correctional officers, who are responsible for ensuring the safety and security of inmates housed there.

The jail is also staffed by a number of medical professionals, who provide medical care to inmates housed there.

The Washington County Jail is managed by the Washington County Sheriff's Office, which is responsible for overseeing all aspects of the jail's operations.
Tooele Pioneer Day parade begins Saturday at 6 p.m.

Tooele LDS Church leaders will kick off the five-day Pioneer Day celebration with the parade and program on Saturday. The parade begins at 6 p.m. at Tooele Stake Center in Main Street, downtown, Main Street to Vine Street and then on to the Swimming Pool Park. The theme for Pioneer Day activities is “A Legacy to Pass On.” All religious organizations are welcome to enter a float in the parade. There will be games and activities following the parade at Swimming Pool Park. Children are encouraged to decorate their floats. Bikes, trikes, skateboards or motorized bikes are allowed.

Raceway

The raceway has three courses: a 2/3-mile oval, a 4.5-mile track, and an oval that is 1/4 mile. The oval track is designed for a 50-foot vehicle with a trunk release mechanism. The 4.5-mile track is designed for high-speed training. The oval track is designed for a 30-foot vehicle with a trunk release mechanism.

The Tuilla Indian Fry bread recipe featured in Diane Sager’s recipe book featured in Diane Sager’s recipe book.

Recently, the National Weather Service forecast the Tooele Valley hit 102 degrees Fahrenheit yesterday and will likely match the same mark by the end of today, but according to the National Weather Service, Mother Nature’s heat bath isn’t expected to dissipate by tomorrow.

And while it may feel sticky, local residents should be glad to rest in Las Vegas, Phoenix or Florida. A total of 40 p.c. (most of them home homeowners) have died that month in those cities due to high temperatures. Temperature causing deaths in those cities ranged from a seemingly innocuous 97 degrees up to soaring 117 degrees. The National Weather Service predicts the heat wave may well last through the upcoming weekend. You may want to stay in the shade, however, there is no reason to stay in a temperature of 102 degrees.

The stake center is located at 213 W. Center Street.

To begin the celebration and parade on Saturday, the Tooele Fire Department will present the colors for the National Anthem and a moment of silence for all those who have died this month in the illegal use of meth in the Tooele County.
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Runway

continued from page A1

Workers completed Phase 1 of the airport project recently by building a 9,000-foot auxiliary runway. If Bennett’s request is approved during this year’s DoD, construction of a new runway should be completed by fiscal year 2008. Building a new main runway is Phase 2 of proposed improvements for the air-

field. "Michael Army Airfield is a nec-

essary and critical component of the Army’s continued efforts for test and evaluation missions and force protection," Bennett said.

The Utah senator is a mem-

ber of the Senate Appropriations Com-

mittee. During the process he learned the importance of Utah’s military installations. He recalled sena-

tors that Utah locations handle much of the Department of Defense’s missions and they deserve to have the best equipment and facilities to execute them.

“I am pleased that we were not only able to meet the admin-

istration’s requests, but increased Utah’s share of nearly $17 million,” Bennett said.

Salt Lake City Air Force Base tops the list of projects with $131 million for upgraded facilities. More than half of that amount is for a software support facility addition at a cost of $65.6 million. Other projects include consolidated missile stor-

age facilities at $30 million and an F/A-18C Aircraft battle damage repair transposition facility at a cost of $46 million.

In 2002, Bennett secured $10.5 million for the construction of a new active-duty HAFB software sup-

port facility. That year's funding will enable the software capacity of the twenty-five 75,000 square-foot facilities. The software engineering divisions of EMAP develops, tests, monitors, maintains and upgrades software and related hardware for weapons systems and so early one of the missions in the DoD. Its mission includes work on the Air Force’s F-15, F-16, D-2, C-17, A-10, Martinez and Pueblo. The 405th, 406th and 407th are based at Hill. In addition to improvements at Dugway and HAFB, the senate is seek-

ing $3.3 million to build a readi-

ness center to house the new 144th Army Field Evacuation Hospital Unit.

Lawsuit

continued from page A2

orals

The Idaho newspaper report-

ed that those who knew Garcia described her as ‘a good kid and an active member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. The article stated that beca-

use Garcia’s parents were constantly in jail for drug offenses, she was living with relatives at the time of her death. Garcia was an honor-

roll student and a member of her high school soccer team. She had expressed a desire to go to college and someday have a career in law enforce-

ment.

Wilson entered Garcia’s home the day he walked into her aunt and uncle’s home and found the young girl, the only person in the house at the time, lying on her back. The home where Garcia was waiting was located 200 yards off 40 yards from her relatives’ home. She collapsed and died 30 to 60 minutes after being shot, she somehow managed to make it out of a side door of the house. She walked through the unlocked front door and once in the face. Mountain Wilson — three times in the back. Garcia was shot, she somehow escaped from the crime scene and walked through the unlocked front door.

The Utah senator is a mem-

ber of the Senate Appropriations Com-

mittee. During the process he learned the importance of Utah’s military installations. He recalled sena-
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Island gets off track with fast cars

If you know the year 2050, you might want to.
The island gets off track with fast cars and make sound thermonuclear weapons.

The movie begins with the story of Lincoln Six Echo (Ewan McGregor) and Johansson is a standard beauty with social meaning and cultural value.

When we finally do return to the institute while McGregor and Johansson are infiltrating the facility, they said no, but they were sent to the institute in the protected bubble of the strange experiment in cloning. They have been given restrictions and rules.

Potential audiences may not know that the ads for the film are listed as a supervisor, but as a God to whom they must admire and have sterile secrecy.

Restrictions and rules. Each who enters and who are told, is a prisoner in a cruel biological place of rest and freedom, fresh water, and he just can’t stay focused on watching a different movie? When we finally do return to the institute while McGregor and Johansson are infiltrating the facility, they said no, but they were sent to the institute in the protected bubble of the strange experiment in cloning. They have been given restrictions and rules.

In the year 2050, in search of the unknown. Many wildfires are naturally caused by lightning strikes.

Lincoln discovers an unspeakably terrible thing they have to look forward to. In the year 2050, in search of the unknown. Many wildfires are naturally caused by lightning strikes.

Lincoln, they are told, is a prisoner in a cruel biological place of rest and freedom, fresh water, and he just can’t stay focused on watching a different movie? When we finally do return to the institute while McGregor and Johansson are infiltrating the facility, they said no, but they were sent to the institute in the protected bubble of the strange experiment in cloning. They have been given restrictions and rules.
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The island gets off track with fast cars and make sound thermonuclear weapons.

Certificate of Public Preparedness

We care about your family!

New Management & A New Provider

Dr. Benjamin Knopp and P.A. Aaron Elsow are currently seeing new patients in our new location.

Too dry, too wet, too wet: plan ahead to prevent fire hazards

Take your disaster supply kits with you. Lock your home. Emergency managers will give you directions to go from there if you are caught in the danger area.

Outdoor Tips

Many wildfires are naturally caused by lightning strikes. For example, unfortunately many wildfires are caused by people carelessly throwing away a hot cigarette butt in the woods.

There are some common sense things you can do to prevent wildfires. First of all, learn about the risks in your area and what you can do to reduce your risk.

Put all of them back in order from east to west. Consider alternative means to fumigating your carpets or hanging them to dry.

1. Keep your home safe from the fire. Unlike me, I have a friend and co-worker who happens to be the fire chief of North Tooele County Management who was still under construction, it was still under construction, it was still under construction, it was still under construction, it was still under construction, it was still under construction.

2. Stop and check the fire danger report. If your home is threatened by wildfire, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fuel residential zones only in approved firewood storage containers. In Tooele County, but fortunately haven’t had any serious wildfires. In Tooele County, but fortunately haven’t had any serious wildfires.

3. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then abort, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

4. The key to keeping it safe during a wildfire is having a fire plan in place and knowing what to do if the fire comes down.

5. Should keep wildfires in mind when planning and hardening your homes. Try to use fire-resistant materials and seal the roof and exterior of the home. You can start with just a fire-resistant material and use fire-resistant materials and seal the roof and exterior of the home. You can start with just a fire-resistant material and use fire-resistant materials and seal the roof and exterior of the home. You can start with just a fire-resistant material and use fire-resistant materials and seal the roof and exterior of the home.

6. Stop and check the fire danger report. If your home is threatened by wildfire, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

7. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

8. The key to keeping it safe during a wildfire is having a fire plan in place and knowing what to do if the fire comes down.

9. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

10. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters. If you have any questions or concerns, you should talk to your fire chief or contact their office at 801-908-1900. The Bureau of Land Management provides an excellent overview of the basics of wildfire prevention.

11. Regularly check your emergency supply kits and make sure you have enough food, water, clothes, and shelter. Connect hoses to outside taps. You can place sprinklers on the roof to water your home.

12. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

13. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

14. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

15. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

16. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

17. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

18. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

19. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

20. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

21. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

22. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

23. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.

24. If your home is threatened by fire, have a shovel handy in case the fire comes down, then move to the fire break, shut off the gas at the meter or turn off propane tanks used to fund city buildings such as city hall, library, police station near Dugway with a dozen firefighters.
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Dusty Harris, a former inmate at the Tooele County Detention Center, now works full-time at SelecTrucks at the Utah Industrial Depot, Harris, who spent time in jail for drug possession, first started to work with SelecTrucks while still in jail. He was permitted to be a full-time job while he was released for three weeks ago.

Mora, Dusty Harris’ mother, an extremely hard work he had a “rough childhood.” His drug to keep up my habit.” and eventually I had to sell the into trouble,” he said. “I started and eventually I had to sell the

Mora, who came directly from the United States citizens. At a later date, Dusty was home alone a few weeks before his mother

and I’m sure it’s helped the

“Of those 144 prisoners given a chance for a new start in life.”

As a former inmate, Dusty Harris has worked hard for the past two years. He credits his rehabilitation to former inmate, Lila Ramirez, a former resident of Ruidoso, was listed as a “missing person” nine years ago. According to the to keep my habit.” and eventually I had to sell the into trouble,” he said. “I started
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Mora remembers one young prisoner who told him that before being jailed, he was employed as a pizza delivery man.
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Real Estate Tips

The FINE PRINT!

Buying a home also includes many out-of-pocket expenses beyond the agreed purchase price or loan amount, while others are a flat fee paid to escrow, and others may be paid directly to the real estate agent. Be sure to discuss these various fees and charges with your attorney and other real estate professional.

Sellers or buyers should always keep in mind that these expenses are in addition to the agreed purchase price or loan amount.

We are offering some real estate tips on how to prepare for buying a home. Please contact us at 801-940-5282 or visit our website at www.tooelecounty.com.
Celebrate a smokeless National Parents’ Day

Sunday, July 24 in National Parent’s Day and Smoke Free Society urge parents that they are the most important role models in their children’s life. If parents engage in self-destructive behaviors, such as smoking, chances are their children will too. Research indicates that children whose parents smoke are twice as likely to become smokers as children of non-smoking parents.

According to the Federal Centers for Disease Control (CDC), every day in the U.S., nearly 4,400 children between the ages of 8-17 start smoking. More than 6 million children living today will die prematurely because of a disease that they will make an adult decision to— the decision to smoke cigarettes.

“I was sadly troubled when I witnessed a two year old child initiate his father’s movement of light up and putting on a cigarette,” said Carla Wakeman, founder of Smoke Free Society. "Parents are the most important role models to their kids! This Parents’ Day Smoke Free Society encourages parents who smoke to lead by example and quit tobacco and cigarettes for good.

One of the best things parents who smoke can do to improve their children’s lives is to quit smoking, and Smoke Free Society can help. Smoke Free Society is a nonprofit organization dedicated to helping smokers quit and educating kids not to start.

Support is the key to help a smoker quit and remain smoke-free. Our “Save Your Level Of Life” campaign, Smoke Free Society brings loved ones together to help them quit smoking. Its “Buddy System” allows family and friends to work with smokers through the entire quitting process— from preparation, to quitting, to follow-up support.

“It was a joy to see my father smoke reduced and even stop after years. Even though it took some drastic changes in my family, he was able to quit his 20 pack-a-day habit. The cleaning was gone, their home and clothes much tidier than ever before, he had more money in his pocket and he looked much younger in just a year after quitting. He was also much more of a pleasure to be with,” said Royidy, founder of Smoke Free Society.

Smoking not only damages the smoker's health and that of their family, but exposes children to products and their related costs — a Duke University report reports that the true lifetime cost of smoking at $5 per pack — which family friends could not afford for basic items starting from the children's earliest years.

The National Cancer Institute reports that one-half of the smoking generated by every cigarette smoked in mainstream smoke. Sidestream smoke contains the same carcinogens as mainstream smoke, developmental toxins that alter the growing and developing child’s DNA and potentiate that change cell-growth. And according to Kathleen Hammond, Ph.D., University of California at Berkeley, Public Health, non-smokers receive the following equivalents of cigarette smoking:

- A Delta勇士's non-smoking section of a restaurant = 1 cigar equivalent
- In a pack-a-day smoker's house = 3 cigarettes
- In a smoke-free bar for two hours = 1 cigarette
- In a smoke bar for two hours = 5 cigarettes
- Biting in a car one hour with a Delta cigars = 1 cigarette

The National Parent’s Day smoke your parents by helping their quit smoking event. Children of all ages are encouraged to participate in this free event, which you can find out more on our website, www.smokefreesociety.org, by taking the first step to become a victim of their parents quit smoking event today for a longer, better and healthier tomorrow. Because You Care!

Jennings Family

The family of Kenneth Wade Cook of Cedar Fort, would like to extend a special thanks to everyone who sent flowers, cards, food and money to Cooke Trust at any Zion Bank, Aunt Karyl’s neighbors on Facebook.

Cook family

The family of Kenneth Wade Cook of Cedar Fort, would like to extend a special thanks to everyone who sent flowers, cards, food and money to Cooke Trust at any Zion Bank, Aunt Karyl’s neighbors on Facebook.

Military News

George Brown

Air National Guard Airman 1st Class Amber M. Clark has graduated from basic military training at Lackland Air Force Base, San Antonio, Texas. During the six weeks of training, the airman studied the Air Force mission, organization and military customs and courtesies; performed drill and ceremony marches and received physical training, rifle marksmanship, field training exercises and special training in human relations. In addition, airmen who complete basic training earn credits toward an associate degree through the Community College of the Air Force.

Elks elect Tooele leader

As members of the Remount and Protective order of Elks from across the nation gathered in Reno July 19-21, for the order’s 51st Grand Lodge Convention, the Beta Barons No. 1073 was installed as the new leader of the North Utah Elks Association. Beta was key moments facing the Order and helped elect new national leaders.

Elks in Tooele elected DeeAnn Cook of Cedar Fort, Aunt Karyl Tooele.

NOTES OF APPRECIATION

De and so many friends. Thanks again for all the support.

Hi L and kids of our Tooele, Taylor Ann, Hayfn, Kaelor and Paisley.

her mother Sharon Cook All of Cedar Fort Aunt Karyl Tooele.

The airman is a 2013 graduate of Tooele High School.
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Wedding Crashers promotes big lie as many weddings as possible, wedding season they attend Grey (Vince Vaughn). Each someone mope. you watch Owen Wilson mope nudity that adds exactly nothing to the explanation of what’s going on. Jeremy and John are fine until they catch a fabulous wedding and now watch the wedding crash. Claire and Gloria, the daughters of Treasury Secretary William Cleary (Christopher Walken) and her with Katharine (Jane Seymour). Have an impression with the family, John and Jeremy are invited back to the Cleary estate for the remembrance of the event of celebration. Both find there each scene is moved enough in the two sisters. Intelligent and sweet Claire (Rachel McAdams) becomes more than a for- meratory companion to John. Be- low actually to get know Stella (Lea Thompson), the Cleary's social relationship. John is experienc- ing simultaneous guilt about his wedding crashing. The older blonde, Gloria (Selma Hayek), initially frightens after her at first her obsessive behavior, then have her own oddly seductive ways.

Problem number one is that the film is so1023 already ensnared in a poppy jock by Braddy Corre. Problem number two is that Jeremy and John have been lying to everyone about their name, occupation and age. This leads to the after- mentioned grouping sequence (jump, and) draws out the final image of the film. We can see the two most suitable lengths. Christopher Walken is both interesting and confusing in presenting a more complex character and a more colorful politician. Seymour, as the gorgeous blonde, is hot with soap and with-a-wanderings, is sadly fascinating. Furthermore, John is left with an oddball-dancing and very provocative seductive that's never achieved.

There are several dancing something in the Wedding Crashers. Cleary’s Cleary’s priority for women Steve Fabello to marry Bolivian Rob Fabello. Steven’s just her priority to make a bawdy and shocking comedy about hardly and alsosubject. It’s very pub- licly declared itself to be the break, however, the Fairly Brothers’ allowances what just that set for the standard wildly for nudity! Hilario’s sweet romantic com- edies.

Wedding Crashers is sort of funny and sort of hardy, but never completely崧iddlebored or hilarious. Vaughn is funny as a strong and disillusioned mariage-party-crasher; McAdams goes for a remarkably serious performance as the consumable and well-meaning Claire. And an over-hyped. The cameo is not only the film's fate. Not because the cameo is bad because it is a bad cameo. It’s a bad cameo, and I am a big fan of the subject in the cameo — but because they were better overvogued inigo.

And nobody can live up to that kind of hype. Wedding Crashers, however, is that it poses what one of the most deplorable Hollywood lies to convincing females with that a good girl can turn into a bad girl if she is loveable. The audience typically will acknowledge that this is true. It should. — be obvious — ‘He will change because only my love is enough to change him back, but that’s what he’s going to do, in a kind of mope.

As wedding crashers are back, especially those who are invited. John and Jeremy eventually getting bored and round, drinking their problems away at a bar, but they're stuck in impossible at least relationships and then going back to wedding crash. Because their outcome, good girls merely fake bad boys become permanent.

One thing’s for sure. Wedding Crashers, it’s not interested in following the truth. Grade: C

Barrett R., for sexual consent/ nudity and language.

Running time: 1 hour, 53 minutes

Find What You’re Looking For.
Top Transplant Bulletin Classifieds

heat exhaustion, you should:
• Drink cool, non-alcoholic beverages.
• Rest and take a cool shower, bath, or sponge bath.
• Get to a cool place such as an air-conditioned room.

Heat Stroke
Heat stroke is the most severe type of heat illness. It occurs when body heat becomes too hot, in- creases its temperature too quickly, and the person is unable to sweat or cool down. Body temperatures may rise to 106 degrees Fahrenheit or higher, within 10 to 15 minutes. Heat stroke can cause death or permanent disability if emergency treatment is not provided.

• Symptoms include severe thirst, weakness, large drops in blood pressure, and mental confusion. Heat stroke can cause permanent disability if emergency treatment is not provided.

• Pay special attention to the comfort and safety of those with serious medical conditions.

Remember to keep cool, use common sense. Drink plenty of fluid, replace lost minerals and nutrients, wear appropriate clothing and shoes, use cool indoor solutions, schedule outdoor activities, and check on the elderly.

The heat stroke against heat related illness is prevention. It occurs when body heat becomes too hot, increases its temperature too quickly, and the person is unable to sweat or cool down. Body temperatures may rise to 106 degrees Fahrenheit or higher, within 10 to 15 minutes. Heat stroke can cause death or permanent disability if emergency treatment is not provided.

• Symptoms include severe thirst, weakness, large drops in blood pressure, and mental confusion. Heat stroke can cause permanent disability if emergency treatment is not provided.

• Pay special attention to the comfort and safety of those with serious medical conditions.

Remember to keep cool, use common sense. Drink plenty of fluid, replace lost minerals and nutrients, wear appropriate clothing and shoes, use cool indoor solutions, schedule outdoor activities, and check on the elderly.

The heat stroke against heat related illness is prevention. It occurs when body heat becomes too hot, increases its temperature too quickly, and the person is unable to sweat or cool down. Body temperatures may rise to 106 degrees Fahrenheit or higher, within 10 to 15 minutes. Heat stroke can cause death or permanent disability if emergency treatment is not provided.

• Symptoms include severe thirst, weakness, large drops in blood pressure, and mental confusion. Heat stroke can cause permanent disability if emergency treatment is not provided.

• Pay special attention to the comfort and safety of those with serious medical conditions.
University of Utah researchers have identified genes essential for regeneration.

They compiled a list of the top 10 changes in the field over the past 10 years.

These include:

1. The discovery of planarian genes
2. The role of planarian in regenerative medicine
3. The use of planarian in studying human diseases
4. The development of planarian models for studying human biology
5. The use of planarian in studying human development
6. The use of planarian in studying human aging
7. The use of planarian in studying human cancer
8. The use of planarian in studying human neuroscience
9. The use of planarian in studying human genetics
10. The use of planarian in studying human evolution

These changes have all been made possible by the use of planarian in the field of regenerative medicine.
**From The Sidelines**

**Villains make sports world interesting**

I am a big movie buff. While watching movies, I always think "what if I were in that movie?" How would I choose my role? As a villain? A hero? A friend or a foe? I know that's not really the question. Just the other week I had the opportunity to see the highly acclaimed Broadway play 'The Producers.' As changed, I fell in love with it.

However, it made me wonder about villains. A movie about nobody I'd choose to be. They might not be as evil as they are made to seem. The answer came simple to me. It's the stories that I love. What I love to see is someone losing theirindle to get under the skin of someone who had a knack to use their evil ways to bind, some team that they absolutely despise. As charged, I fell in love with the opportunity to play the villain. Some villains were legendary such as Barry Bonds. Others were just regular sights on the field. However, I knew that I had the opportunity to play a villain, a role that I had longed to play. As an Atlanta Brave, I had a knack to use my evil ways to bind, some team that they absolutely despise. As charged, I fell in love with the opportunity to play the villain. Some villains were legendary such as Barry Bonds. Others were just regular sights on the field. However, I knew that I had the opportunity to play a villain, a role that I had longed to play. Some villains were legendary such as Barry Bonds. Others were just regular sights on the field. However, I knew that I had the opportunity to play a villain, a role that I had longed to play.

Tooele Ute Football

The top-seeded Indians rallied for a come-from-behind victory over the third-seeded Cubs on a walk-off triple by Taylor Gochis to trigger the vital fifth inning to capture the championship game at 7 p.m. against the Grantsville High School Indians.
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give the hosts the lead it would need to hold off Tooele. After a RBI single to score Olsen and load up the bases, A.J. Nunley put the ball on the corner for a three-run bomb. Two more runs scored on a wild pitch and a passed ball to complete the scoring.

Comerfy continued from page A10

The Vikings seized command of the game with the lead off single and a two-out run in the top of the seventh when a Westover triple and Matt Medina single pushed the margin to 6-0.

The Tigers pushed home a tally in the third on a run producing error. Box Elder did manage to bat around against the Bees on the scoreboard. Then, a hit to lead off and a single on a second opportunity and allow Grantsville to tie it 1-1. However, the lead was short lived as Cyprus exploded for six runs on three hits, two Buffs errors and a hit by pitch to grab the lead and score four runs in the seventh when a Westover triple and Matt Medina single pushed the lead to 5-2.

The Buffs refused to fold and countered with a two-run round trip blast in the eighth to retake the lead. Buck and Gochis cracked consecutive singles by Justin Brady and Cody Westover. Jesse Buck smacked out three safeties to finish the inning as he clubbed a single in the sixth and one in the fifth. The lead off hitter Bradry and Westover paved the way for the Buffs to score. However, the lead was short lived as Cyprus exploded for six runs on three hits, two Buffs errors and a hit by pitch to grab the lead and score four runs in the seventh when a Westover triple and Matt Medina single pushed the lead to 5-2.

The Buffs bounced back with a run in the bottom of the third to regain a 3-2 edge. Chad Strickland hit a lead off double and Cody Westover drove a walk and Bissegger later homered on a three-run bomb to push the hosts to a 6-2 lead. Bissegger doubled to a 3-run lead and scored on a Riley Willis ground out and scored on a passed ball to produce the run.
Tooele County is renowned for pollen counts that cause discomfort for allergy and hay fever sufferers. That’s why Mountain West Medical Center is pleased to welcome Peter G. Ventura, MD, the first Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist to open a permanent, full-service practice in the area.

Located in the Gateway Professional Center at 1244 N. Main, Tooele, Dr. Ventura’s practice, ENT Surgical Associates, opened on July 1. In addition to treating allergy sufferers, he offers 20 years of diagnostic and surgical ENT experience for infants to adults.

As part of his practice, Dr. Ventura has full privileges at Mountain West Medical Center in Tooele. He works with the hospital’s caring staff to provide patients with the best surgical and follow-up care.

Tired of those itchy, watery eyes and embarrassing bouts of sneezing? Make an appointment with Dr. Ventura today and come to know the real meaning of “Gesundheit.”

ENT treatments offered by Dr. Peter Ventura
- Allergies
- Sinus
- Ear Disease
- Hearing Loss
- Tonsils and Adenoids
- Facial Lesions
- Snoring, Sleep Apnea
- Thyroid Disease
- Deviated Septum
- Facial Plastic Surgery

A full-service Ear, Nose and Throat specialist now available close to home
As the sun set people started arriving in twos and threes.

First came the professional looking men with lawn chairs and large, tube-shaped instruments. Then older couples appeared, offering mosquito spray to young families who had arrived unarmed against the evening insect onslaught. Even teenagers, punching each other to amuse themselves while waiting in line, turned out to take part in the quiet little party of star gazers.

The center of all this attention is a diamond-studded night sky brought into focus through the new 81 cm "big scope," at the Harmon's Observatory in Stansbury Park Saturday evening.

The sight of the giant planet Jupiter, complete with its mini solar systems of moons was riveting. The four largest moons, Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto were lined up in orbit around the planet, and in spite of hazy skies, the planet's banded surface was clearly visible.

Early attendees were also treated to views of "a rather squashed planet Venus," said Patrick Wiggins, Salt Lake Astronomical Society media liaison. Venus appeared not quite round because it, like the moon, goes through phases and Venus is currently in its not quite full phase, he said.

Other celestial objects under examination included the "thin crescent Moon, always an impressive sight in astronomical telescopes," the International Space Station and a very brief appearance by a satellite "that's so bright it can cast shadows," Wiggins said.

In addition to the new big scope, the observatory boasted a 16-inch Ealing telescope. But dozens of amateur astronomers, not satisfied simply to wait in line for their turn looking through the bigger scopes, unloaded their own instruments. They were generous with their scopes, offering peeks and stories about what was being viewed and the telescope used to view it.

A cheerful air of camaraderie was thicker than the hot, humid air in the Stansbury Park Observatory Complex (SPOC) as viewers of varying expertise pointed to the sky and chatted about all things astronomical.

"I heard about the star parties a year ago," said one chipper grey-haired woman from the Salt Lake City area. Since then she has become a regular guest at the summer evening public gatherings. "It's so much better than watching television," she says. Meanwhile, a six-year-old veteran of the twilight parties spouts information about the earth's distance from the moon for his appreciative grandfather.

Darkness creeps in and an officer of the Salt Lake Astronomical Society offers "light balls" for sale as a fund raiser for the organization. The multi-colored orbs formed from thin light sticks give the party a festive air as youngsters toss and kick the glowing balls around in the night.

Music plays softly as scientists, enthusiastic amateurs and novices alike talk quietly and gaze at the evening sky. They are doing what man has been doing for eons, dreaming about worlds beyond this one.

Three more star parties have been scheduled at the SPOC through the summer. The public is invited to attend the free events at dusk on July 30, Aug. 13 and Aug. 27.
and maintenance, lawns will through hot weather. During the months of July and August, however, most fall. During the months of July rapidly in the cooler part of the

Water properly is important. If you water turf brown areas in lawn for insects. The most...
Thursday, July 21, 2005

MISSIONARIES

Randall W. Blake

Nathan Andrews

Elder Nathan Andrews, son of Donna Andrews, accepted a mission call to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, in Tooele, Utah, to be speaking in the Sacramento mission, Ward located on the corner of York and 12th Street, Sunday, July 24, at 10:30 a.m. He will enter the Missionary Training Center on July 27, 2005.

Stuart Young

Stuart Charles Young has accepted a mission call to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, in London, England MTC on Aug. 3. He is the son of Mike and Lori Young.

Jehoshaphat had it figured out!

Elder Nathan Andrews

2 Chronicles 20:5-6 Then the Spirit of the Lord said to me: “Go and say to all the people of Judah: ‘Hear the words of the Lord. Is it not your own fault that you provoke him to anger? Now, go, return to your homes, you all of Judah.’”

Jehoshaphat had it figured out. He knew that God had a plan, and he knew that He would be victorious in the past and would be victorious in the future. He also knew that God rules over all the kingdoms of the earth, and that God would be victorious in the battle.

MUE EXTENSION USE

Come discover the Tooele County Fair

By Mark Rose

Open fair about two weeks before the fair, but every one day before the fair, one or two people in the office at the fair say the fair is coming. It is a labor of love. It is a labor of faith.

Adults

• Did you kid your science projec- tion this year? Do they like to make, sew, cook, sew, flower arrange- ments, work with their hands and love to do nature crafts? Well, take a look around the house. There is a lot to do in the house, but you can do it in your own way. And you can do it in your own way.

Elder Exhibitors

• Did your kid do a science projec- tion this year? Do they like to make, sew, cook, sew, flower arrange- ments, work with their hands and love to do nature crafts? Well, take a look around the house. There is a lot to do in the house, but you can do it in your own way. And you can do it in your own way.

Elder Stuart Young

Tooele Tribune in cooperation with Deseret News

The Perfect Job is Waiting for You!

Elder Nathan Andrews

• Did your kid do a science projec- tion this year? Do they like to make, sew, cook, sew, flower arrange- ments, work with their hands and love to do nature crafts? Well, take a look around the house. There is a lot to do in the house, but you can do it in your own way. And you can do it in your own way.

Elder Exhibitors

• Did your kid do a science projec- tion this year? Do they like to make, sew, cook, sew, flower arrange- ments, work with their hands and love to do nature crafts? Well, take a look around the house. There is a lot to do in the house, but you can do it in your own way. And you can do it in your own way.
Children parade down Main Street.

Thru Time Dinners.

Children from all faiths are welcome then down to the Tooele City Park.

Starting at the LDS Tooele Stake Center p.m. on Saturday, July 23. The parade will end at the Bands is Saturday, Aug. 6, at

Remember to take advantage of this and someone will try to contact you.

If you have a name and phone number where you be available to answer your garden questions.

extension building, 151 N. Main. The

Call 800-718-7491 or visit www.

Learn how to diagnose problems — Plant diagnosis clinics continue to be held Wednesday nights 6-8 p.m. at the Tooele County Extension Office, 305 W. D Street, Tooele.

Your new best friend is waiting for you. Come to the Tooele County Animal Shelter and

DOINGS POLICY

Entries will be served. Enter a draw

and Thursday now through Aug. 18.

Neuter Clinic will be in your area in

Register only. Registration forms are available at Wal-Mart, 151 S. Main, Tooele, or call

• Aug. 17-18 — Tooele at Wal-Mart, 151 S. Main.


Pioneer Park C.M. Rigler. There are also hundreds of other historical sites at Ophir.

Members of the Settlement Canyon Chapter of Sons of Utah Pioneers held June 17 from the annual S.P National Convention in 

Tooele Pioneers extends an invitation to everyone to ride in the parade. There are free to view and take photos.

The Doings section is confined to to 3 p.m. on the day prior to the desired publication date. E-mail to barbara@tooeletranscript.com. The

Grantsville

Hunters educate

a hunter education class will be held at the Tooele County Extension Office on Aug. 4 at the Granary.

The Tooele City Library will be
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To increase the public's awareness of backyard pest problems and to improve the quality of the urban envi-

•  Tooele County 435-882-1051

The Tooele City Library will be
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Hunters, gardeners.
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Mark Harmon stars in “NCIS” for the 27th year. Ending for event or habit. Suffix for host or heir. “__ Day Now”; 1998-2002 Long-running Claudette Colbert film.

The show’s producers will be the obvious one that “doling” technique evidently worked. Yvonne was pregnant through the CBS drama’s last year and the film-maker husband, Brad Miler, (“Look Ma, No Hands”’s Series of Unfortunate Events”), welcomed our Sydney Bristow on as his son,寸. The show’s creator, Charlotte Tucker, intercuts from the commercials.

I read in your column that the movie “The Right and the Mighty,” with Joel Wynn, would be cut again. I can’t remember who... Melody Stans, John.”

As we hope to reading this on Sunday, July 17, since that’s when the last episode of the season is scheduled to return to television after many years. AMC will show it right before it will be another long-ago, much-repeated, Woody Allen drama, “Blind in the Sky” (1351). During this time, on the NFL, don’t worry – Payzer Here Entertainment DVDs loaded with extra features on top.

I have been wondering the ratings for “The West Wing.” How could they have so long- ing, just before Election Day? The NBC Web site gives no clues as to what is happening.

Before the August premiere of the Seventeen series it’s yielding, the 2001 comedy movie “Barbershop” — starring Ice Cube as the new owner of a Chicago hair-cutting business — makes its north of television in September. Initially, the man doesn’t want the shop, which he inherited from his late father. As he gets to know the stuff and changes his name, the show’s, The bonzer one film also features Anthony Anderson. Could the entertainment and singer-action fees.

ACROSS
1. “Sassessment” (6,8)
2. Underdog (7)
3. “Aff” star (6)
4. Unfamiliar last name (6)
5. “The Great” (9)
6. “Sensually” (7)
7. “Mong” (5)

DOWN
1. “Dinner at the” (9)
3. “She-Devil” (1989, Comedy) (PG-13) (9)

“Judging” Amy’s newest family addition

By Jay Balents

Q: I recently learned that “Judging Amy” was not being renewed. We love this show and are disappointed this show will not be continuing. The clothing design, large tan, camera angles and plots were very good. I agree that Amy Rosenman was pregnant during most of the final season. Was this the case? If so, did she deliver, and what was the outcome? —Bob, Riverview, Val-

r
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Tell family members about your financial secrets

Daily allowance is a great teaching tool

Learning to handle money isn’t something kids can pick up in their own homes or even in a few weeks. But if you have a plan, appropriate for each age, it can be easier than you think, especially if you give them an allowance.

An allowance is not pay for jobs done around the house. Each child should do chores around the house simply because it’s what family members do. An allowance is given to a young child as discretion.

Older children can receive an allowance that covers a few basic needs and discretionary purchases. By combining an allowance and a hand-on guidance, you can teach financial goal-setting, planning, and decision-making.

Even the very youngest ones taken to the grocery store can begin to notice the differences between waste and need. Let them sit in the cart to help with the food buck and show them how much you’ve saved. Older children can be involved in the decision about major purchases or family vacations.

Children need to learn to make choices with money, and to live with the results. Speed time talking about any potential purchases and other choices, but let them make mistakes. Don’t bail out a child who’s made an error in judgment. At the same time, children need to learn the value of regular saving. Putting away 10 percent in a good habit to start. When they’re old enough, by the age of eight or nine, a passbook savings account will let them see how money grows. With young ones, when it’s time to buy a toy with saved money, teach the child to sit down the expenditure and keep a budget. This sets up a lifelong habit of being aware of where the money goes.

Older children should be supported in their attempts to generate cash through mowing lawns, washing cars, babysitting and the like. The more entrepreneurial the task, the better, as a child learn to depend on themselves rather than a paycheck. In summary: A child who doesn’t learn money skills at an early age likely grows up on adulthood with the same lack of skills. Start them young and by the time they’re on their own, responsible habits will already be in place.

Write to David Uffington in care of King Features Syndicate, P.O. Box 535017, Orlando, FL 32853-6457, or send e-mail to letters@kingfeature.com.

(c) 2005 King Features Synd., Inc.

BIRTHDAYS

Helen Penok

The family of Helen Penok wishes her a very special and loving 90th birthday on July 21, 2005.

Richard Cole Stewart

Chances and Janice (Blake) Stewart are happy to announce the birth of their son Richard Cole Stewart II, who was born March 25, 2005 in Cedar City, Utah. He weighs 7 pounds, 15 ounces, and was 20 1/2 inches long. The proud grandparents are Leanne and Roger Blake of Salt Lake and Kim Medina of Tooele.

Angelo Benavidez

Hi, my name is Angelo Benavidez. I was born May 9, 2005.

My proud parents are Jerry Benavidez and Kim Medina Benavidez. My grandparents are Robert and Charlene Benavidez from Tooele and Willis and Cis Medina from Tooele.

My great-grandma and grandpa are Pablo and Magdelena Martinez from Tooele. I also have my uncle Ken and my aunt Pam and my cousins Megan, Jenny and Sydney and my uncle Paul and my aunt Devany. They all love me very much.

Babies born July 9-17

Jared Steven Blanding was born on July 9, 2005, to David and Ashley Blanding of Tooele.

Taylor Morgan Berry was born on July 11, 2005, to Wayne and Lisa Berry of Tooele.

Siblee Lea Orlando was born on July 11, 2005, to Angela and Brandon Orlando of Tooele.

Dawson Wesley VanValkenburg was born March 12, 2005, to Wesley and Rose Marie of Tooele.

Luke Aaron Jones was born on July 13, 2005, to Wayne and Cama Jones of Tooele.

Benedict Gabriel Benavidez was born on July 13, 2005, to Ben and Berthy Ornela.

Joseph Alexander Glaser was born on July 13, 2005, to William and Jennifer Glaser.

Mike Kathryn Monta was born on July 14, 2005, to Justin and Nancy Morris of Tooele.

Blake V. Blanding was born on July 15, 2005, to Dana and Barry Blanding.

Amelia Salinas Garcia was born on July 15, 2005, to Scott Lovell and Monica Cruz.

We’re your home base.

(435) 833-7200 | MON-0252-5822 — TFCNET

How’s that for a fast pitch? Come see us today.

We also have low rates, great terms and no curve balls.
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SERVICE DIRECTORY

Top Soil

- Concrete Finishing
- Final Grading
- Hays憑証
- Backhoe Work
- Hauling

Lawn & Yard

- Stone, Top Soil Delivered
- Landscape Rock

Top Soil & Gravel Products

- Quality Top Soil • Screened & Unscreened Soil
- Sand & Gravel • Landscape Rock

Lawn Maintenance

- Weed Control
- Aeration
- Brooming & Pruning

Tree Trimming & Removal

- Professional Tree Trimming
- Emergency Tree Service

Vehicles

- Car exercised
- Motorcycle Service

Miscellaneous

- Computer Repairs
- Pest Control
- Lawn & Garden Maintenance

Lawn and Yard

- Lawn Care
- Yard Work

Tree Trimming & Removal

- Tree Cutting
- Tree Pruning

Miscellaneous

- Landscape Rock
- Landscape Services

Curb Appeal Yard Care

- Lawn Maintenance
- Weeding & Pruning

Tree Trimming & Removal

- Tree Cutting
- Tree Pruning

Lawn and Yard

- Lawn Care
- Yard Work

Tree Trimming & Removal

- Tree Cutting
- Tree Pruning
Celebrate Hispanic Heritage

Sweet & Spicy Quesadillas

Fun Mexican Meals the Whole Family Can Enjoy!

Family Features Editorial Syndicate
All materials courtesy of Oregano Products

South-of-the-border flavors are a vibrant addition to our American culinary melting pot. For that Hispanic heritage, we have to thank people like Maria Conception Jacinta Domingue Ortego, otherwise known as “Mama Oregano,” who provided over a family of 12 children in a small adobe home in California over 150 years ago.

The flavors and textures of her homestead, homesteaded and homemade meals still taste-great today, but are far easier to create — and more fun to eat! Party-friendly, Oregano-Diced Green Chiles are ready to stir into your favorite casseroles, cheese dip or egg dish. Oregano’s coop taco shells are still made with real corn and cow, but vacuum sealed to keep them fresh and to prevent Breakage. Oregano provides fine salsa and cheese, tacos, nacho frito, and micro-wareable nacho cheese mean a delicious snack or a hearty dinner is only minutes away.

So, gather the family at the table and enjoy your own festa of flavors. Yum! Run! For more recipe ideas and information on Oregano’s new Grande dinner Kit and Frosch, visit www.oregano.com.

Fiesta Nachos
Preparation time: 10 minutes
Cooking time: 2 minutes
28 tortilla chips
1 cup Oregano Salsa & Cheese Dip
1/4 cup Oregano Diced Green Chiles
PEPPER jack cheese in 2 cups shredded cheese with Alabama full.
PLACE tortilla chips on cookie sheet. Sprinkle with cheese and chiles. BAKE about 4 minutes or until cheese is melted. Top with salsa.

Serves 4

Taco burrito
Preparation time: 10 minutes
Cooking time: 3 minutes
1 pound ground beef
1 (4.5-ounce) package Oregano Taco Shells (12-count), bro-

2 cups shredded medium cheddar cheese, divided
1/4 cup diced green chiles
2 cups shredded sharp cheddar cheese, divided
1 (12.5-ounce) package Oregano Taco Seasoning Mix

Preheat oven to 375°F. Grease 12- x 8-inch baking dish.

2 cups shredded medium cheddar cheese, divided
1/4 cup diced green chiles
1 (12.5-ounce) package Oregano Taco Shells (12-count), bro-

2 cups shredded sharp cheddar cheese, divided
1/4 cup diced green chiles
2 cups shredded medium cheddar cheese, divided
1 (12.5-ounce) package Oregano Taco Seasoning Mix

PLACE tortilla chips on cookie sheet. Sprinkle with cheese and chiles. BAKE about 4 minutes or until cheese is melted. Top with salsa.

Serves 4

Homemade Salsa
1/2 cup diced onion
1/4 cup chopped parsley
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 cups chopped green chiles
1 (15-ounce) can Oregano-Diced Green Chiles
1 (4-ounce) can diced green chiles
1 (4-ounce) can diced tomatoes
1 (4-ounce) can diced green chiles
1/2 cup green onion, chopped
1/2 cup red pepper
1/2 cup jalapeno peppers, seeded, chopped
1 (8-ounce) can tomato sauce
1/4 cup lime juice
1/4 cup chopped cilantro
1/4 cup chopped green peppers
1/4 cup chopped green onions
1/4 cup chopped jalapenos

Mix all ingredients in a large bowl. Cover and refrigerate for 3 hours. Serve with tortilla chips.

Serves 8

Mexican Corn on the Cob
2 ears corn
1/2 cup chopped onion
1/4 cup chopped green pepper
3 tablespoons margarine
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon chili powder

Preheat oven to 400°F. Place corn on a 12-inch piece of aluminum foil. Fold to seal. Place in pan. Bake for 1 hour or until tender.
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Thursday July 21, 2005

Correctly identify the specific location in Tooele County where this photo was taken and be eligible for a drawing to receive a $20 gift certificate to American Burger in Tooele. Send answers to the Tooele Transcript-Bulletin, 58 N. Main Street, Tooele, Utah 84074, or e-mail barbara@tooeletranscript.com. Entries must be received by Wednesday, July 27. The winner will be notified on Thursday, June 28. Doris Fidler won last week’s drawing as one of three who correctly identified the Overlake Links golf course.

Family bargain hunters find treasures at garage sales

By Samantha Weaver

• Both zookeepers and war dens in African game parks have reported that when an elephant has a severe toothache, it will sometimes use a tree limb to pry the offending tooth out.

• Lake Tanganyika is the longest freshwater lake in the world, stretching for 420 miles across central Africa. At 4,710 feet, it’s the second-deepest lake in the world, and those who study such things have estimated that it’s older than any other lake in the world except one: Russia’s Lake Baikal.

• In Michigan, a stage magician can legally conjure up alcoholic drinks out of his hat — or whatever he’s conjuring out of. But only if he holds a valid liquor license.

© 2005 King Features Synd., Inc.

Congratulations to Jai Ganapathy, the winner of the Stansbury Park Elementary School round of the National Geographic Bee. The National Geographic Bee, an educational program of the National Geographic Society, is a nationwide geography competition for U.S. schools with any grades four through eight, designed to encourage the teaching and study of geography.

Donna’s Day

Creative family fun

by Donna Erickson

Illustrated by David Laroche

When it comes to garage sales, my kids and I are hooked. And we’re not the only ones, if the numerous garage-sale ads in the newspaper and on the Web are any indication. There’s a chance our destination, the kids stuff their weekly allowance into their pockets, and off we go in search of good deals.

One cool tip in finding a summer “block sale” where rows of houses display their castoffs on lawns and driveways. My school-age kids can look for toys, books or sports equipment while I dig through clothing or camping items. If there’s nothing that captures our interest in our home, there’s bound to be a treasure at another.

Tips for family bargain hunters

• This is a good time to get a jump on buying next winter’s outerwear for your growing kids. Look for next-to-new jackets, raincoats, boots and ski wear. Even though storage might be an inconvenience, you won’t regret having bought top-of-the-line items at garage- sale prices when next winter rolls around.

• You’ll almost always find picture frames. The prices won’t be low, since they generally range from only 50 cents to $2 apiece. When you get home, dust off the frames, add a coat of paint if you wish, and clean the glass, and you’ll be set to frame your children’s artwork from last school year. A collection of “snap mites” in all shapes and styles of frames, from sleek modern to gilded and ornate, makes a unique art gallery in your home.

• Check out ads featuring “sales-rep samples.” You might find brand-new items ranging from shampoo and perfume to stationery and clothing at giveaway prices. Decorative combs, pen sets and small toys also are common and make ideal birthday-party favors.

© 2005 Donna Erickson

Distributed by King Features Synd.
**Tooele County**

** Classified Line Ad Rates**

- **Published in the Tooele Transcript Bulletin,** published on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
- **Published on the 1st and 3rd weekends of the month.**
- **Professional ad rates:** $5.00 for 1 column inch, $2.50 for every additional column inch.
- **For rates on classified advertising in this newspaper, call Linda Mauldin, Classified Manager:** 830-5925 or 862-1741.
- **Office hours:** 8am-3:30pm (Mon.-Fri.)

**Advertisements**

- **Linda’s Basic Cleaning**
  - Services: **Light & routine cleaning, including, General, Domestic, Residential, Commercial, and more.**
  - Contact: 830-5925 or 862-1741

**Services**

- **Grooming & Nail Trimming**
  - Services: **Pet Grooming & Gifts, Dog Bath, Grooming, and more.**
  - Contact: 830-5925 or 862-1741

**Linda’s Cleaning**

- **Cleaning Services**
  - Services: **Light & routine cleaning, including, General, Domestic, Residential, Commercial, and more.**
  - Contact: 830-5925 or 862-1741

**Services**

- **Painting**
  - Services: **Painting, including, interior, exterior, and more.**
  - Contact: 830-5925 or 862-1741

**Furnace & Appliances**

- **Tune-Up & Maintenance**
  - Services: **Furnace & appliance tune-ups, maintenance, and more.**
  - Contact: 830-5925 or 862-1741

**Furniture & Appliances**

- **For Sale**
  - Contact: 830-5925 or 862-1741

**Executive Director Needed**

- **Tooele County Chamber of Commerce**
  - Position: Executive Director
  - Responsibilities: Marketing and management experience preferred, but not necessary. Salary based upon experience.

**Contact Information**

- **Tooele County Chamber of Commerce**
  - Address: 35 S 4th Ave, Tooele, UT 84074
  - Phone: 882-0050
  - Email: tooele@chamberutah.org

**Additional Information**

- **Tooele County Human Resources**
  - Address: 47 South Main Street, Tooele
  - Phone: 830-5925 or 862-1741

**Applications and Additional Information**

- Applications and additional information for open positions are available at the Tooele County Human Resources Office.
- For more information, please visit the Tooele County Human Resources Office website at: [www.tooelecounty.com](http://www.tooelecounty.com)

*THURSDAY July 21, 2015*

**Classified**

**Advertisements**

- **Linda’s Cleaning**
  - Services: **Light & routine cleaning, including, General, Domestic, Residential, Commercial, and more.**
  - Contact: 830-5925 or 862-1741

**Services**

- **Grooming & Nail Trimming**
  - Services: **Pet Grooming & Gifts, Dog Bath, Grooming, and more.**
  - Contact: 830-5925 or 862-1741

**Linda’s Cleaning**

- **Cleaning Services**
  - Services: **Light & routine cleaning, including, General, Domestic, Residential, Commercial, and more.**
  - Contact: 830-5925 or 862-1741

**Services**

- **Painting**
  - Services: **Painting, including, interior, exterior, and more.**
  - Contact: 830-5925 or 862-1741

**Furnace & Appliances**

- **Tune-Up & Maintenance**
  - Services: **Furnace & appliance tune-ups, maintenance, and more.**
  - Contact: 830-5925 or 862-1741

**Furniture & Appliances**

- **For Sale**
  - Contact: 830-5925 or 862-1741

**Executive Director Needed**

- **Tooele County Chamber of Commerce**
  - Position: Executive Director
  - Responsibilities: Marketing and management experience preferred, but not necessary. Salary based upon experience.

**Contact Information**

- **Tooele County Chamber of Commerce**
  - Address: 35 S 4th Ave, Tooele, UT 84074
  - Phone: 882-0050
  - Email: tooele@chamberutah.org

**Additional Information**

- **Tooele County Human Resources**
  - Address: 47 South Main Street, Tooele
  - Phone: 830-5925 or 862-1741

**Applications and Additional Information**

- Applications and additional information for open positions are available at the Tooele County Human Resources Office.
- For more information, please visit the Tooele County Human Resources Office website at: [www.tooelecounty.com](http://www.tooelecounty.com)

*THURSDAY July 21, 2015*
**WAL-MART DISTRIBUTION CENTER**

**JOB FAIR!!**

All applicants will be interviewed Saturday, July 30th at the Distribution Center in Grantsville, 8:00AM - 3:00PM.

929 N. Rode Rd 158

**ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR:**

Material Handling Positions

Unloaders, Orderfillers, Loaders

**REQUIRES:**

Continuing with referring customers to the Walmart website, this position requires the applicant to maintain an excellent reputation for customer service and efficiency. The applicant must be able to lift and carry a 50-pound load.

**WAL-MART OFFERS:**

Competitive hourly wages with a Progression Schedule:

- $11.40/hr progresses to $14/hr by the deadlines
- 750,000+ items available
- 929 N. Rode Rd 158

**SALES / CUSTOMER SERVICE**

Earn $40k to $50k annually!

We need to talk NOW!

O’Curran Teleservices, one of Utah’s 100 fastest growing companies, is hiring for you!

**FULL TIME ROLES:**

Selling nationally recognized products in health, Wealth, and real estate industries

**INBOUND calls only:**

Opportunity to Work from Home

**Benefit Packages**

Health and Dental

Life Insurance

**Apply Now!**

[www.ourwarehouse.com](http://www.ourwarehouse.com)
Taking the STRESS, Keeping your YOUNG

FEATURED HOME

4 Bedroom, 2 Bath
- 30 x 60 Horse Barn
- Fully fenced
- All electric
- Large Garage with office
- 2 Story Home
- 2 Car Garage
- Large Yard
- Kitchen with breakfast nook
- Family room with fireplace
- Master bath w/jacuzzi
- Newer Home
- Split floor plan
- Security system
- New paint & flooring
- Newer Home, great condition
- Pets allowed
- Hayloft: Stables & Barn

For more information please call Matthew at 840-5661

HURRY! Only 1 Left!

$0 Closing Costs
$0 Down

$110,000

2 Story Home, 4 Bedroom, 3 Bath
- 3 Car Garage
- Kitchen with breakfast nook
- Family room with fireplace
- Master bath w/jacuzzi
- Newer Home
- Split floor plan
- Security system
- New paint & flooring
- Newer Home, great condition
- Pets allowed
- Hayloft: Stables & Barn

For more information please call Matthew at 840-5661

Renting FROM $385 MONTHLY

SPACIOUS ONE bedroom apartment, living room, kitchen, bathroom, laundry. No pets, no smoking. $400 to move in. 46 N Main St, Tooele. Call 882-2904.

TRANSITON SPECIALS

$121,900. Call Barb at 850-952-6279.

New Listing

78 Booth St., Grantsville

$139,900

Horse property! Driving 3 miles to downtown Grantsville. Home sits on 2 acres with equestrian facilities. 2 car garage with storage, several outbuildings. Kitchen, main floor laundry, 1 bedroom main floor, 2 upstairs. Call Margene 830-6893.
List your home with me in the month of June and receive a free one year warranty at closing! Call your Local Realtor with National Connections Today!

Peggy Bond-Heath
www.5LCity.com/bond
BE/MAX
(801) 971-5501

ALLIED HOME MORTGAGE CAPITAL CORPORATION

COAST TO COAST

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE. COMPETITIVE RATES.
- FHA, USDA, VA, CONVENTIONAL, REAL ESTATE CONSTRUCTION LOANS
- JDQ, FACTORING AND REOS APPROVALS
- COMMERCIAL, SBA, AND HARD MONEY LOANS
CALL NOW:
435-843-0056

DON’T MISS THE BOAT!

The Summer Market is Sizzling

435 S Coleman
Can Cottages & Homes
(801) 843-9070
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Public Notices

NORTHEAST QUARREL, possession or enrollment; Notice of Default was recorded August 19, 2002, County of Tooele, State of Utah, Inc., A trustee’s deed will be delivered to Beneficiary, which Trustee is THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH, INC., K. POCH, Vice President Mortgage Finance, INC. as Beneficiary, which Trustee is Lincoln Title Insurance, LLC, a federal association chartered in the State of Utah, Inc., a/k/a the Third Judicial District Court of the State of Utah, Inc., 501 South 900 East, Suite 950, Salt Lake City, UT 84111, 801-366-0040, by: Debra J. Hohosh, Office Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Dated: February 1, 2006.

Continued from the previous page.


*Each office independently owned and operated. Information deemed reliable not guaranteed.

137 North 195 East
This house is in a beautiful area with mountain views, South of the Emigration Canyon, 7301 South 195 East, Sandy, UT 84094, 801-366-0404.

1636 Millcreek Ave
An open floor plan rancher. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, Family Room, 2-car garage, Low maintenance and so much more. 135 E. 7000 South, Salt Lake City, UT 84103, 801-366-0404.

800 E. Nicole Way
Beautiful country property for horses. 10 acres, 4 bedroom, 2 bath, 8,000 sq. ft., 8 stalls, 1,000 sf. shop, 10,000 sq. ft. barn, 3 lakes, 2 ponds, 2 rotary barns, 1,000 ft. river frontage, 5 miles from Utah State University. Live the dream! All offers considered. Owners: Gary & Kristi Folsom, 801-366-0404, 801-782-7863.

In a Perfect Location
Continue to next page.
Milk Chocolate & Peanut Butter Morsels, divided
1/2 cup chopped peanuts (optional)
1/3 cup vegetable oil
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 teaspoon baking powder
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 cup (3 ounces) sliced almonds
1 cup (2 sticks) butter or margarine, softened
1/4 cup sugar
2/3 cup brown sugar
2/3 cup light brown sugar
1 cup (2 sticks) butter or margarine, softened
2 cups packed brown sugar
1 teaspoon baking powder
1/2 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
1/2 cup (12 ounces) cream cheese
1/4 cup sugar
2 eggs, room temperature
1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract
1/2 cup (2 sticks) butter or margarine, softened
2 1/2 cups (5 sticks) sugar
2 1/4 cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 1/4 cups milk
1 1/2 teaspoons baking powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup (6 ounces) grated chocolate
1 cup (2 sticks) butter or margarine, softened
1 cup (6 ounces) European-style butter
1 1/2 cups (10-ounce package) Nestlé Toll House Morsels
1 cup (4-ounce package) white chocolate chips
Outdoor Safety

How To Avoid Becoming An “Altitude “ Casualty

By Peter Kummerfeldt

DEFINITION OF ALTITUDE ILLNESS:

A variety of illnesses experienced by poorly acclimated individuals, usually occurring within the first several days of ascending too quickly to altitudes greater than 8,000 feet.

Cause of Altitude Illness:

Low oxygen pressure and low atmospheric pressure, exacerbated by dehydration, excessive consumption of alcohol, high activity levels, poor diet, and the use of Over-the-counter sleeping medications.

Mild Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS) Individuals with AMS have headaches, shortness of breath when exercising, loss of appetite, insomnia, weariness and fatigue. Similar to an alcohol hangover.

Treatment: Wait for improvement before continuing. Aspirin or acetaminophen is useful for treating headaches. The prescription drug Acetazolamide (Diamox) may reduce the incidence and the severity of AMS. Increase water consumption and eat more carbohydrate foods. Symptoms will usually clear-up within 24 - 48 hours. Those experiencing Mild AMS should consider it a warning and should take time to acclimatize before continuing. Those that do not acclimatize well should descend to lower altitudes.

MODERATE ACUTE MOUNTAIN SICKNESS

The symptoms of mild AMS have progressed to the point that the victim is very uncomfortable. Severe headaches, only partially, or not relieved with aspirin, weakness, weariness, fatigue, nausea, breathlessness at rest and lack of coordination are common symptoms.

Treatment: Persons with moderate AMS must stop ascending and if condition does not improve must descend to lower altitudes. Failing to recognize what is happening and not descending quickly can result in a life threatening medical emergency (High Altitude Pulmonary Edema) occurring within hours and resulting in the death of the victim.

HIGH ALTITUDE PULMONARY EDEMA (HAPE)

HAPE is the most dangerous form of AMS because it can just imagine the rush of adrenaline as the gill nets are lifted on all the state waters as the Division of Wildlife Resources surveys the condition of the fish each spring. Sometimes great excitement, other times great disappointment.

An example of excitement took place at Jordanelle Reservoir in early May. A 21 pound brown trout was netted and released during the gill net survey at Jordanelle Reservoir in early May. Many trout in the three to five pound range also showed up in the nets.
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ROCK SPRINGS — Without reservation, Don Ackerman proclaimed to be the “meat fisherman.” And on the morning of April 27 at Flaming Gorge Reservoir, he reeled in a certificate and a little notoriety along with a finesse full of channel catfish tales.

He nearly 25-pound fish broke the former state record by almost four pounds. When it took the sucker at 8 a.m., the 43-year-old Black Butte coal miner thought the fish was a big carp. He was about to hand the red to his girlfriend’s 8-year-old son, but when the 36-inch weighed and scale-less monster revealed its identity by rolling on the surface, Ackerman limped the tight line. Although it was by far the biggest catfish he’d ever seen, the easy-going Rock Springs man “didn’t want to have it weighed and entered.”

was talked into it by his fishing partner and girlfriend, Lisa Johnson.

The trio kept two other “nice ones” from that night and morning of fishing. They specifically targeted catfish in their outings, but also caught carp up to 20 pounds and an occasional smallmouth.

In addition to his big, Ackerman will keep the rods use 30-pound-test line and 6 ounces of weight on his heavy-duty red and mel—his have fastened you specifically where he fished the new record. “Just say it was in the Green River drainage,” he chuckles.

Game and Fish Department fisheries biologist Bill Wengert has monitored the Gorge’s channel catfish since the first stockings in 1951. He says “most catfishing is done in the area where both the Black’s Fork and Green rivers “transition from a river to a reservoir environment.”

The G&F has stocked catfish intermittently since 1981, and Wengert estimates the new record weighed 24.19 pounds and was caught from a Platte County farm pond on Aug. 28, 1995.
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What About Fishing Private Waters

By Morrill Stout

Outdoors Now

I used to look down on people who paid to fish private waters. As with almost everything else over time, I began looking for alternatives.

There is one water I will recommend and its just two hours from Salt Lake City, Trout King Lake formerly Piedmont Lake, or Guild Reservoir. Located approximately 23 miles east of Evanston about eight miles south of 180. This 180-acre lake has “Big” brown, rainbows and brookies. Because of the tremendous amount of minnows, scuds and damselflies, these fish grow extremely fast and are extremely hot. The fish size range from 3 to 12 pounds. The cost is $100.00 per rod per day. Other packages are available including season and corporate passes.

For more info about fishing Trout King Lake call Adam Guild at 307-789-3171 or check out www.guildranch.com.

It is fish like this that make the rod fee at Trout King Lake worth every penny. Photo by Jon Larson.

• NETS

continued from cover

degrees, which is great for small mouth bass fishing. Contrast this euphoria with what they must have felt when they pulled the nets at Panguitch Lake in mid May. The photo shown is from just one net, but it shows the decline of the trout population that has been occurring over the last several years. The yield of this one net was 450-pounds of chubs and just 17-pounds of trout. These numbers confirm the concern many have had about Panguitch Lake.

For this reason, the DWR has been instrumental in forming a committee to supply information as how to best deal with the problem. Government, merchants and sportmen are represented on the committee.

These results show both the highs and lows that the DWR goes thru trying to manage our public fisheries. I think we should give them an “atta boy” occasionally for the hard work they do.

Not to be out done, Lynne Foster, from the Nevada Department of Wildlife, sent this picture of a beautiful 14 pound brown taken out of Cave Lake, near Ely, Nevada, during a survey project this May. The trout was released back into the water. The state record brown trout, 26 pounds, was caught out of Cave Lake also.

Fangutch Lake: the yield from just one net was 450-pounds of chubs and just 17-pounds of trout. Photo by Chuck Chamberlain

Byline: Outdoors Now

Mike Hunsaker MEATS

50 Lb Freezer Bundle
1 lb Ground Beef
1 lb Chicken Breast
1 lb Pork Roast
1 lb Pork Ribs
1 lb Ham
2 lb Pork Chops
1 lbs Sausages
1 lb Beef Cubes

100 Lb Freezer Bundle
20 lb Ground Beef
20 lb Chicken Breast
20 lb Pork Roast
20 lb Pork Ribs
20 lb Ham
40 lb Pork Chops
10 lbs Sausages
10 lbs Beef Cubes

$149.00
$296.00

• USDA Choice Available
• Michelle Kelling
• Frozen Brandes
• Wholesale/Frozen
• Custom Cutting

500 N. 1000 W. Tooele • 882-4882

MARIO’S Tires & Service

97 S. Main • Tooele • 882-3136

State Inspections While You Wait

• Alignments
• Oil Change
• Flat Repairs
• Shocks - Struts
• Brakes
• Tires

Come check out our JULY SPECIALS!

We sell oil and antifreeze!

Hair: Monday-Sunday 10 am - 6:00 pm
Sunday 10 am - 3:00 pm

Air Conditioning Specialist

Complete Auto Repair & Performance
Radiator Sales & Repair

Have your air conditioner checked.

No appointment necessary

397 North Main
Tooele • 882-2077

$10 OFF COUPON
any purchase of $50 or more.

PROVO

1075 S. University Ave.
(801) 818-2000
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450 pounds of chubs and just 17 pounds of trout. Photo by Chuck Chamberlain

This beautiful 14-pound brown was taken and released out of Cave Lake near Ely, Nevada during a survey project this May.

Today's Largest Firearms Retailer

Put your ad here!

Call Keith or Debbie
Today 882-0050

Become a part of this great new monthly feature!
July 21, 2005

Diesel Fuel Spill at Pelican Lake

“I came down to a bit of luck and a lot of cooperation,” Walt Donaldson, Northeastern Regional supervisor for the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources (UDWR), said of the spill.

Donaldson says a woman fishing at the lake on May 17 noticed the diesel spill and contacted a Bureau of Land Management (BLM) work crew.

Members of the crew contacted their regional BLM office, which in turn contacted the UDWR.

“Even though it was late, Ed Johnson went out to investigate,” Donaldson said.

“The information had been garbled a bit,” said Johnson, UDWR fisheries biologist. “I was told a tanker truck was draining into the lake. When I got near the area, I could tell it wasn’t a truck; it was a pumping station for irrigation water. I went back to Vernal, grabbed a boat and went back out to see it from the water. I also called Walt, who notified Tri-County Health.”

Early the next morning, Johnson met with Jennifer Corser from Tri-County Health. “Even the next morning, as Jennifer and I walked around the spill site, it looked fairly minor,” he said. “Then we made a phone call to the owner and found out the tank contained about 3,000 gallons.”

A hazardous materials specialist, Mike Mold of Quality Remediation Services, also was called in. He brought pumps, a tank used to separate the diesel from the water and other equipment.

“The crews borrowed a backhoe from the neighbor and worked until midnight getting everything set up and pumping,” Johnson said. “We also were trying to keep birds and even curious anglers out of the spill. The next day, we started removing the diesel-soaked reeds.

“We had about 95 percent of the spill in the lake cleaned up within the first 24 hours of realizing it was a big spill,” Mold said.

“They (the emergency response team) responded and had it contained very quickly. By digging and pumping from a trench, we are able to create a back flow, which is bringing the diesel back from the lake. Diesel is also leaching out of the soil into the trench so we will continue pumping for another week or more. The last of the reeds should be removed in a day or so, and then we will start to work on the soils.”

“We got lucky on this one,” he said. “Everything fell into place. The spill was identified early and we were called. The diesel went into the sand around the pump site rather than directly into the water. The reeds helped contain the spill and there was no wind so containment could be quickly established and the contaminated area remained small. We didn’t even find a bird or any other animal that got into the spill. We were lucky.”

Most anglers will never even know that there was a spill, but they will know that fishing for both bass and bluegill is excellent.

The diesel went into the sand around the pump site rather than directly into the water.